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In brief 

The Chinese word for “crisis” is “危机” (wei ji) which can be translated into “within crisis hide 

opportunities”. It is evidenced from the COVID-19 crisis that organisations, after focusing on surviving the 

initial shock of the economic hit and working remotely, are now determining how they could operate their 

business in the ‘new normal’.  

For Chief Legal Officers or General Counsels (GCs) who have yet to catch up with legal technology 

developments over the last decade, COVID-19 should be a wake-up call for many to make significant 

changes to how they manage and run their legal functions. 

One would expect the COVID-19 crisis to change our businesses or business operations in many 

important ways and this would challenge GCs to think about how this crisis has changed their modus 

operandi, and what they have learned in the process, so that they can now start preparing for the future. 

In detail 

Challenges 
 

One trend in recent years is that GCs are forced to change their approach due to challenges they are 

facing externally as well as internally. External challenges would include regulatory compliance and 

political change; social media crisis and brand protection; changing legal market; technology and 

innovation; etc. Internal challenges would include budget/headcount pressures; greater demand from 

business for support; multiple locations and geographies; more for less or less for less; etc. 

 

For those GCs who have been taking experimental or piecemeal steps in managing such challenges in 

the past (for example, with some adoption of technology like video conferencing; contract lifecycle 

management; digital approval process; outside counsel spend management, etc.), their task to prepare 

for the ‘new normal’ may be made slightly easier. They just have to stocktake their current solutions or 

tools as their foundation and then revamp a strategy that would adapt to the new normal of supporting 

their businesses in the foreseeable future.
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For those GCs who have yet to adopt any change in the past, it is not too late to plan. The post COVID-19 crisis provides 

the perfect opportunity to put forward a legal strategy so that the legal function could more effectively support the 

organisation, which will likely be undergoing some form of change in business execution post COVID-19. 

 
Future state 
 
Through formal surveys or informal feedback from business leaders, one of the key expectations from business leaders of 

their GCs is their “strategic insights or risk management skills”. This attribute will be magnified going forward as they wil l 

be expected to proactively address challenges and opportunities for their organisations more quickly, as these 

organisations themselves try to recover and adapt to the new normal by being more agile and resilient in the execution of 

their business strategies. 

 

It is therefore suggested that GCs manage their legal functions like Chief Finance Officers (CFOs) manage the financial 

balance sheet. What does ‘legal balance sheet’ mean? Liabilities could mean the problems or issues that they have to 

solve, e.g. types and volume of contracts (standard or otherwise) that have to be reviewed and approved; the types and 

volume of dispute resolution; types and volume of intellectual property; the number and geographical spread and 

expertise of their outside counsel; monitoring and mitigating regulatory risks and changes; acquisitions and divestiture; 

etc. Assets could mean people and talent; skillsets required (digital upscaling, project management); digital tools; 

availability of insource or outsource resources; etc. By managing the ‘legal balance sheet’, GCs could be more strategic in 

their delivery of valuable insights and advice; robust real-time reporting and forecasting with big data analytics; and 

digitally enabled processes. 

 

Legal function transformation 

 

In any transformation, it is important that the solutions strive to deliver certain results: business-friendly and impactful 

service delivery model; digitally enhanced; driving efficiencies and productivity. The results will enable the legal 

function to focus on the values the business expects from the legal function – proactive and highly valuable insights and 

advice to the business; more agility in the legal service delivery model to deal with abrupt changes and disruption to the 

business; prompt or real-time reporting of legal or regulatory risks. 
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Possible opportunities – The ‘how’ 

It is suggested that GCs have to look at legal transformation in a holistic manner, looking across the landscape at all 

possible solutions that could be leveraged to strengthen the core capabilities and competencies of the legal department, 

and yet embed agility and resilience to adapt to the new normal in terms of new business or market, new economy, or 

new policy landscape. Most importantly, any such change has to be ‘quantifiable change’ that adds real dollar value to the 

bottom line. 

It is envisaged that adopting such a ‘NewLaw’ mindset means making fundamental or vital changes in the following areas 

whilst maintaining performance and productivity: 

• Legal function strategy – the positioning of the legal function within the organisation will shape the transformation 

course. Aligned with the strategy of the organisation, a properly articulated legal strategy helps GCs re-build a 

governance framework to achieve strategic objectives and determine roles and responsibilities. 

 

• People/talent – recruitment of legal operators (lawyers or non-lawyers) that have different skillsets ensuring a more 

diverse team that would work well or harmonise with machines in providing a more integrated solution. In addition to 

qualified lawyers this could include, for example, tech managers and project managers.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Investment into legal technology tools – there are various legal technology tools that are available in the market, some 

of which you can see below. Identify and work with technology providers that see you as a partner and who provide 

you with a solution rather than merely a ‘transactional sale of their software or product’. 
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• Performance metrics – the current perception of the legal function would be shifted from a cost centre to a profit 

driver. More metrics aimed at measuring the true value of the legal function (actual saving amount, matter success 

rates, etc.) shall be taken into consideration. GCs could easily assess, review and recycle outdated metrics by 

establishing a dashboard which combines metrics (both cost metrics and value metrics) with business indicators on a 

quasi-real time basis.   

 

• Partnering with ‘Alternative Legal Service Providers’ – although ‘Alternative Legal Service Providers’ (ALSPs) may not 

be an appropriate name they are known as ALSPs in the legal industry because they are not direct competitors or do 

not have the same business model as traditional law firms or ‘Big Law’. The services provided by ALSPs have gained 

momentum over the last couple of years especially in the US. ALSPs have increasingly been engaged by 

corporations and even by law firms to perform tasks that have traditionally been performed by law firms, for example, 

litigation and investigation support; legal research; document review; e-Discovery; regulatory risk and compliance. 

Alternative Legal Service Providers 

 

The growth in adoption by corporations in the use of ALSPs could be attributed to the fact that ALSPs are more agile and 

more technology enabled in providing their services. For example, while traditional law firms will provide highly trained and 

specialised legal experts, ALSPs may employ contract lawyers with similar backgrounds and experience for specific 

timebound or ad-hoc project needs; implement robust and rigorous process and project management across massive 

volumes of less complex legal work; or deeply integrate technology to gain efficiency. 

 

There are different types of ALSPs1 as categorized and defined by Thomson Reuters and these could be considered by 

GCs as part of the NewLaw legal service delivery model: 

 

 
1 As categorized by Thomson Reuters’ report on “Alternative Legal Service Providers 2019 – Fast Growth, Expanding Use and Increasing Opportunity”. 
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The Big 4 – refer to the largest accounting and audit firms which derive a large amount of revenue from legal services. 

 

Captive LPOs – are law firms’ wholly-owned captive legal services units, often located in lower-cost regions. 

 

Independent LPOs – perform legal work on behalf of corporate legal departments and law firms, often via matter- or 

project-based engagements. 

 

Managed services providers – contract for all or part of the function of an in-house legal team, typically ongoing work. 

 

Contract and staffing services – provide lawyers on a temporary basis to companies and law firms, ranging from entry-

level document review to highly skilled specialists. 

 

One key factor for GCs when planning their legal function transformation by engaging ALSPs is to ensure it is not just a 

cost-cutting exercise in terms of outside counsel spend or headcount, but that ALSPs can truly be a business partner to 

the organisation not just in providing technology enabled solutions or contract resources to handle less complex legal 

work, but, when necessary, can also provide specialised legal experts at a more efficient fee arrangement. Competitive 

savings can be expected from ALSPs which have built closer business relationships or partnerships with the organisation 

so any ad-hoc complex legal work (e.g. significant corporate commercial transactions, mergers and acquisitions, litigation 

(not litigation support)) can be outsourced to ALSPs with such capability and expertise. 

 

“The only thing constant in life is change” is a quote from an ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus. If GCs have 

considered ‘change’ in their legal function or department in the past, they should embrace the opportunities from the 

COVID-19 crisis to make significant change. This is where the concept of ‘NewLaw’ can help. 
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